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My invention relates to insect electrocutors 
and particularly to devices of this character 
which comprise spaced wires or other conduc 
tors adapted to be charged with an electric 

5 current and to electrocute insects which come 
into contact with or in close proximity to the 
wires. - 

Insect electrocutors of this general type 
have heretofore been formed of alternately 

10 positioned and suitably insulated positive and 
negative electric wires or conductors, exam 
pies of devices of this kind being disclosed 
in Letters Patent No. 974,785, granted to me 
on November 8, 1910. 
The conductor elements employed in such 

devices may be positioned and arranged in 
various ways. For example, they may con 
sist of only a pair of continuous conductors 
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looped or bent to form a plurality of lengths 
20 or runs; or they may be in the form of rela 

tively shorter separate conductors provided 
with suitable electrical connections at their 
ends. In whichever way the lengths or runs 
of the conductor elements are provided they 
are capable of a variety of modes of arrange 
ment. They may be disposed horizontally, 
or vertically, or at any desired angle. Or, 
when suitably insulated, vertical and hori 
zontal wires may be crossed, with or without 

30 oblique wires or conductors, to present a grid 
formation, which may also be produced by 
crossed oblique conductors, or by combining 
oblique conductors with either the horizontal 
or vertical conductors in similar fashion. I 

35 have found it preferable, however, to arrange 
all of the conductors or lengths or runs of the 
conductors in substantially parallel relation, 
and in the same plane, or substantially so, as 
in the forms of devices shown in my former 
Patent No. 974,785. The parallel lengths or runs are preferably 
so arranged that alternate ones will be 
charged with currents of opposite polarity, 
and so spaced from one another that a nor 
mally open circuit may be completed through 
adjacent conductors or lengths of conductors 
by the body of an insect which comes into 
contact with the charged conductors or into 
the electrostatic field which is created be 

50 tween the conductors and for an appreciable 
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device is to be installed and used. The wire 

distance beyond the plane in which they lie. 
In devices of this character and general 

construction heretofore known or used, the 
conductor elements more or less generally 
employed have been in the form of ordinary 55 
plainstraight wire. This wire is ordinarily 
stretched upon a frame or between suitably 
Spaced supports, according to the require 
lments of the particular situation in which the 
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lengths or runs of necessity have been placed 
sufficiently close together to have the elec 
trostatic fields of opposite polarities cover 
practically the entire space between the wires, 
in order to prevent the passage of small in 
sects through the device between the wires 
without being electrocuted. 
Under certain conditions, as, for example, 

where the device is to be made in the form of 
a screen, particularly for use in show win 
dows, doors, transoms or the like, it is de 
sirable to use fine wire, since the wires are : 
not readily visible and form a screen which 
is substantially transparent. Furthermore, 
wires of this kind may be charged with a rel- 75 
atively high tension current or static charge, 
so that insects will be electrocuted if they, 
merely pass between adjacent wires without . 
coming into contact with either of them. In 
order to accomplish this result, however, the 80 
wires must be comparatively close together; 
the best results have found to be obtained by spacing the wires approximately only is 
of an inch apart, when from 24 to 28 gauge 
wire is used. 
When ordinary plain straight wires are 

placed so close together, the electrostatic 
field created beyond the plane of the wires 
is considerably less, both as to depth and in 
tensity, than can be obtained by spacing the 
wires farther apart. The field created when 
the wires are sufficiently close together to in 
sure against the passage of insects between 
them is insufficient, in fact, to accomplish the 
electrocution of the insects at a distance from 
the screen, as can be effected where a deeper 
and stronger electrostatic field exists. As a 
result, insects approaching the wires are in 
many cases not affected until they actually 
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ing of insects upon the wires of the screen is 
objectionable, for the reason that the screen 
may become fouled and clogged, and ren 
dered unsightly and less efficient. 
I have also discovered that, where the con 

ductor elements of the screen are plain 
straight wires, and are as close together as 
is required to prevent the passage of insects 
between them, it is practically impossible to 
maintain the wires in their required spaced 
relation without the aid of some means for 
exerting a constant tension upon them. How 
ever taut the wires may be stretched when 
they are placed upon their frame or other 
support, and however exactly they may then 
be positioned and spaced, they cannot be de 
pended upon to maintain an accurate or even 
operative spaced relationship under all con 
ditions of temperature and climate. It has 
been found that, when exposed even to ordi 
narily high atmospheric temperatures, the 
wires will lengthen and sag to Such an extent 
and so irregularly that adjacent wires of 
opposite polarity will contact and short cir 
cuit the device, thus rendering it inopera 
tive. m 

One of the principal objects of my inven 
tion is the provision of an insect electrocutor 
which will possess all of the advantages of 
devices of similar character heretofore 
known or used, and which will, at insig 
nificant additional cost, if any, have a wider 
field of influence to attract insects to the de 
vice and will possess a considerably more ex 
tended and more powerful electrocutive ac 
tion. M 

A further object of my invention is the pro 
vision of an insect electrocutor comprising 
spaced wires or conductors so fashioned, 
shaped, constructed and arranged as to be 
capable of being positioned in close juxtapo 
sition and yet creating, when charged with 
electric current, a suction or attraction of 
insects toward the wires, and the electrocu 
tion of the insects before they come into con 
tact with the wires. 
A further object of the invention is the 

provision of an insect electrocutor composed 
of wires or conductors of such form, configu 
ration or construction as to effect the hold 
ing of the conductors securely in their as 
sembled relation with the desired tautness, 
without the aid of separate holding, securing, 
or tensioning devices, and without material 
ly increasing the difficulty or cost of manu 
facture or assembly of the device. In fact, 
the omission of the heretofore essential sep 
arate tension devices for the wires tends both 
to cheapen and to facilitate production. 
These objects and advantages are attained 

by the use of wires, thin metallic strips or 
ribbons, or other conductors of a particular 
form, construction and configuration. The 
desired effects are produced by employing 
conductor elements which have incorporated 
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or produced in them a series of bends 
throughout their entire length or a substan 
tial portion thereof. These bends may be 
in the form of crimps, waves or corrugations, 
placed in the conductor by dies or other suit 
able means well known in the art. Or the 
bends may be produced by giving the con 
ductor a spiral or helical form throughout 
its entire length or a part or parts thereof. 
As a result of such bending of the conduc 
tors, they are made to possess the charac 
teristics of springs, being given a positive 
and substantial longitudinal resiliency by 
virtue of which they tend to return to their 
original condition when stretched. Con 
ductors so formed, when stretched and se 
cured in their elongated condition upon a 
support or supports will tend to shorten 
themselves, thus exerting a pull upon the 
support at their points of attachment, and 
constantly maintaining a high degree of ten 
sion in the conductors themselves. 
By this means the proper tensioning of 

the conductors is obtained, and adjacent 
conductors or adjacent lengths or runs of con 
ductors are maintained uniformly spaced 
from one another throughout the width or 
length of the device, irrespective of temper 
ature or other climatic conditions. Thus, 
the use of separate tensioning devices is 
made unnecessary. This, in itself is an im 
portant advantage. 
Of even greater importance, however, are 

the widening of the scope of action of the de 
vice and its increased effectiveness. Because 
of the configuration of the conductors the 
current through them creates greater induc 
tance and establishes an electrostatic field on 
each side which is considerably more ex 
tensive and intensive than would be obtained 
if the current were passed through plain 
straight wire such as has heretofore been used 
in devices of this character. The electrostatic 
field, it has been observed, is deepest and 
strongest immediately beyond the points or 
convex sides of the bends, at which points 
the condition of the surrounding atmosphere 
is most affected, and electrical discharges tend 
most strongly to occur. 
One of the greatest advantages arising 

from my present invention is due to the effect 
thus produced upon the atmosphere around, 
and particularly in front, of a series of spaced 
conductors bent in the manner described. A 
device constructed of conductors of such for 
mation, when charged with current, produces 
a substantial and distinctly perceptible ozoni 
fication of the atmosphere, rarefying the air 
for an appreciable distance on either side of 
the plane of the conductors. The result is a 
marked draft or suction toward the wires, 
this being so noticeable as to give the appear 
ance of a magnetic attraction, insects ap 
proaching the screen being drawn forcibly 
toward it and into the strong electrostatic 
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field in front of it, wherein they are electro 
cuted before they actually come into contact 
with the wires. 
Other objects and advantages of my inven 

tion will be apparent from the following 
specification and drawings, in which like nu 
merals refer to like parts throughout the sev 
eral views, and in which 

Figure 1 is a side elevational view of an 
insect electrocutor of the screen type con 
structed in accordance with my invention and 
showing the preferred form of conductor 
elements. 

Figure 2 is a similar view of an insect elec 
trocutor, also showing the preferred form of 
conductors similarly arranged but attached 
to the support in a different manner. 

Figure 3 is a broken enlarged horizontal 
sectional view on line 3-3 of Fig. 2, show ing the preferred manner of crimping or cor 
rugating the conductors. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged gEY view form similar to Fig. 1, showing a modifie 
of conductor element. . 

Figure 5 is a view similar to Fig. 2, show 
ing the form of conductor of Fig. 4 secured 
to the support in the manner illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 
figure 6 is a view similar to Fig. 2, show 

ing a different arrangement of the conduc 
tors. 

Figure 7 is a perspective view of a cage 
type of insect electrocutor, showing my pre 
ferred form of conductor element. 

Figure 8 is a view similar to Fig. 7, show 
ing my preferred form of conductor element 
applied to a specifically different form of 
device of the cage type. - v 

In the drawings my invention is shown ap plied to supporting frames of several shapes 
and types. These frames are employed 
merely as illustrative examples, the inven 
tion being adapted for use in any insect elec 
trocuting device wherein there are spaced 
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; electric conductors. The shape, size or con 
struction of the support for the conductors 
is unimportant. The invention resides in 
the use of spaced electric conductors of the 
character and configuration described, and 
they may be held upon a support of any suit 
able character. The preferable form of sup 
port is an open frame of one of the types 
illustrated. The conductors, however, may 
be stretched across an opening in a door or 
window, or across any opening of suitable 
size to the walls of which the conductors can 
be fastened in taut condition. Or, the con 

v ductor elements may even be stretched upon 
CO 

and secured to a suitable imperforate sup 
port, such as a flat board. 
By way of illustration I have, in Figs. 1 

to 6, inclusive, shown in the invention ap 
plied to a rectangular frame 1 within which 
are securely held oppositely disposed, wire 
supporting strips, preferably o insulating tire length. These bends may 
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material. Between the strips are stretched, 
in spaced parallel relation, the conductor ele 
ments, which are preferably of steel or spring 
tensioned alloy. The conductors may be in 
the form of wires or thin narrow metallic 
strips or ribbons, the latter being similar to 
and in effect substantially the same as wires. 
For convenience in describing the invention, 
both of these forms of conductors will be 
regarded and referred to as wires. 
The wires may be disposed horizontally, 

vertically or obliquely. For convenience, 
the members to which they are fastened will 
be referred to as positioned in the sides of 
the frame, its sides being so designated with 
out reference to whether they are positioned 
horizontally or vertically, and irrespective 
of the dimensions or shape of the frame. 
The wire-supporting members may be 

made of wood, fibre-board or other suitable 
sheet insulating material, or may be of rub 
ber, pyroxylin or any other suitable compo 
sition molded to shape. They may be made in the form of a single unitary strip, or as a 
plurality of strip sections. 
In Figs. 1 and 4 the wire-supporting strips 

2 are provided with rows of heads or projec 
tions 3, about which the wires 4 and 5 may 
be turned or looped, and by which the sev 
eral lengths of wire may be securely held. 
These heads or projections may be located 
upon either or both of the faces of the sup 
porting strips. 
tion constitute an invention for which I have 
made application for Letters Patent, said 
application being Serial No. 246,475, filed 
January 13, 1928 co-pending herewith. By 
the use of supporting strips of this general 
character, the strands or lengths or reverse 
bends of the wires 4 and 5, formed by looping 
the wires back and forth across the frame around oppositely disposed supporting heads 
or projections 3, will lie in spaced parallel 
relation, all in the same plane. By support 
ing one wire upon projections on one side of 
the strips and the other wire upon projec 
tions on the opposite side, the parallellengths 
of the two wires will be in alternating ar 
rangement throughout the screen. The wire supporting projections may be so arranged 
and dimensioned that adjacent wires of op 
posite polarity will be sufficiently closeto 
gether to prevent insects from passing be 
tween them without bridging the circuit and 
thus being electrocuted. 
Current can be supplied to the wires of the screen from any suitable source, preferably 

Their form and construc 
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from the ordinary house lighting circuit, 
through a suitable transformer 15 to the op 
osite poles of which the wires 4 and 5 may 
e respectively connected. 
Each of the wires 4 and 5 is formed with a 

series of bends in it which are preferably re 
peated at short intervals throu hout its en produced 130. 
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by crimping or waving the wires, as in Fig. 
1, or by giving it a spiral or helical form, as 
in Fig. 4. Wires thus constituted possess 
the inherent characteristics of a coil spring. 
By reason thereof they are maintained under 
tension when stretched upon the frame 1, or 
upon any other suitable support. These 
crimped, waved or spiral wires are also un 

... questionably effective in bringing about the 
0 electrical phenomena and advantageous re 

sults hereinbefore described. 
Like results are obtained by using separate 

lengths of wire instead of the pair of looped 
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wires arranged with their lengths or runs in 
parallel relation, as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. 
Figs. 2, 5 and 6 show several different modes 
of arrangement of such separate parallel 
lengths of wire. In Fig. 5 the wires illus 
trated are of the spiral or helical form de 
picted in Fig. 4. In the other views the wires 
are shown as crimped, waved or corrugated. 
By way of example, these wires are shown 

applied to a rectangular frame similar to that 
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4. The wires 4a, 
5a are supported by wire-supporting strips 
2a, generally similar to strips 2, the ends of 
the wires being secured to the strips in any 
suitable and convenient manner, preferably 
by being run through apertures or grooves 
in the strips or by being looped around or 
otherwise fastened to projections upon the 
opposite faces of the strips. 

Fig.2 shows the horizontal positioning of 
the wires, which will in most instances be 
found convenient and preferable. In this 
illustrative example, the bends in the wire 
may lie as shown in Fig. 2, or in the position 
indicated in Fig. 3, wherein the corners or 
ends of the bends point outwardly and lie 
in parallel planes on either side of the frame. 
This manner of forming and arranging the 
bends has been found to produce the best re 
sults. It may be accomplished by means of 
dies, applied to all of the wires simultane 
ously after they have been secured in the 
frame. Other methods of crimping or cor 
rugating may be used, however, and good re 
sults may be obtained by crimping the wires 
before they are placed upon the screen (as in 
Figs. 1, 2 and 6), in which event the direction 
the bends will take will tend to deviate some 
what from the uniform arrangement shown 
in Fig. 3. Either method of crimping may 
be employed, as the uniformity indicated in 
Fig. 3, although advantageous, is not neces 
sary. 
The disclosure contained in Fig. 6 differs 

from that of Fig. 2 only in the arrangement 
of the wires, Fig.6 showing them in vertical position. 

Fig. 5 illustrates a frame similar to the 
frame shown in Figs. 2 and 6, with spiral in 
stead of crimped wires supported thereon. 
The invention may be applied to insect elec 
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vices of the lamp or cage type, examples of 
which are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 7 
the device is in the form of a frusto-pyramid, 
while in Fig. 8 a frusto-conical cage is illus 
trated. In either of these forms the wires 
may be secured upon the frame of the device 
in various ways. For example, the frame 11 
may be made of glass or other suitable in 
sulating material, or if of metal, may be pro 
vided with means for properly insulating the 
wires from the frame, and the wires may, in 
either instance, be stretched around the 
frame, preferably in grooves provided for 
this purpose. Or the frame may be made 
with ribs defining panels having insulating 
strips at opposite sides of each panel, upon 
which the wires may be supported in a man 
ner similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1 or in 
Fig. 2. Insects are attracted to the device 
by a lamp within the frame. 
The form and construction of the devices 

illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 constitute the 
subject-matter of a separate application, and 
need be considered herein only as diagram 
matic disclosures. They are mentioned here 
merely as illustrative examples of possible 
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applications of the present invention in addi 
tion to its use upon a flat rectangular form 
such as that shown in the other figures. 
As will be apparent, the drawings do not 

show all of the various forms of insect elec 
trocuting devices to which the present in 
vention may be applied. The invention con 
sists of the novel form of device composed 
of a plurality of wires provided in any suit 
able manner with a series of bends of the gen 
eral applicability to insect electrocuting de 
vices in which spaced electric wires are em ployed. 

I claim: 
1. An insect electrocutor comprising a 

frame having spaced wire supporting mem 
bers, a plurality of spring wires stretched in 
parallel relation between said supporting 
members, and means for supplying adjacent 
lengths of wire with current of opposite 
polarity. 

2. A frame comprising spaced insulating 
members, wires stretched between and Sup 
ported by said members in spaced parallel 
relation, and means for supplying current 
of opposite polarity to alternate wires, each 
of said wires having a series of bends therein 
between its points of support, whereby the 
resulting electrostatic field is increased and 
the wire is inherently spring-tensioned. 

3. In an insect electrocutor, a plurality of 
parallel lengths or runs of inherently spring 
tensioned wire, and means to supply the ad 
jacent lengths or runs with current of op 
posite polarity. - - 

4. In an insect electrocutor, a plurality of 
parallel lengths or runs of wire, each length 
or run having spring-tensioning transverse 
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bends therein intermediate its ends, and 
means for supplying current of opposite 
polarity to adjacent lengths or runs of said 
WeS. 

5. An insect electrocutor comprising a 
support, and a plurality of lengths of in 
herently spring-tensioned wire stretched in 
substantially parallel relation upon said sup 
port, alternate lengths being arranged to re 
ceive current of opposite polarities. 

6. An insect electrocutor comprising 
spaced wire-supporting members, and a plu 
rality of inherently spring-tensioned wires 
stretched in substantially parallel relation 
between said members. 

7. An insect electrocutor comprising a sup 
port, and a plurality of lengths of crimped 
wire stretched in substantially parallel rela 
tion upon said support, the inherent spring 
tension of said lengths of wire maintaining 
such relation under varying atmospheric con 
ditions, and the crimped nature of the wire 
enlarging the electrostatic field. 

8. An insect electrocutor comprising 
spaced wire-supporting members, and a plu 
rality of crimped spring wires stretched in 
substantially parallel relation between said 
members, adjacent lengths of said wires be 
ing arranged to receive current of opposite 
polarity. 

9. An insect electrocutor comprising a sup 
port, and a plurality of spirally-wound 
spring wires stretched in substantially par 
allel spaced relation upon said support, al 
ternate lengths or runs of said wires being 
arranged to receive current of opposite polar 
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ities. 
10. An insect electrocutor comprising a 

sunport, and a plurality of lengths or runs of 
coil spring wire stretched in substantially 
parallel spaced relation unon said support 
and respectively arranged to receive current 
of opposite folarities. 

11. An insect electrocutor comprising 
spaced wire-supporting members, and a plu 
rality of lengths or runs of coil spring wire 
stretched in substantially parallel relation 
between said members. 

12. In an insect electrocutor, a suppo 
comprising snaced insulating members, a 
plurality of lengths or runs of coil spring 
wire stretched between and supported by said 
members in spaced parallel relation, and - 
means for supplying current of opposite 
polarity to alternate lengths or runs. 

13. In an insect electrocutor. spaced sup 
porting members, a plurality of substantial 
ly parallel lengths or runs of coil spring wire 

stretched across said opening in spaced par 
allel relation, means for insulating said wires, 
and means for supplying current of opposite 
polarity to alternate wires. 

WILLIAM M. FROST. 

supported in stretched condition between 
said members, and means for supplying cur 

- rent of opposite polarity to adjacent lengths 
O S. 

14. In an insect electrocutor, a frame hav ing an opening therein, coil spring wires 
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